The classical cobordism graded rings consist of finitely generated abelian groups in each dimension. The complex cobordism ring have no elements of finite order and in the rings of the unoriented, oriented, special unitary and Spin cobordism all the elements of finite order have order 2 [9] . The symplectic cobordism ring MSp* is such that MSp* ®Z[j] is the polynomial algebra over Z [\] with one 4&-dimensional generator for any natural number k [7, 9] . The ideal of the elements of finite order Tors M Sp* contains the series of elements discovered by Nigel Ray: 0\ E MSp x , O; £ MSp 8/ _ 3 , / = 1,2,... [8] . In small dimensions the ideal TorsMSp* contains only elements of order 2 [10]. One of the principal tools used to study M Sp* is the classical Adams spectral sequence. This thoroughly investigated by S. Kochman [4, 5] .
This filtration generates a filtration in Adams resolution of BP*(X) which in its turn gives rise to a spectral sequence converging to Exu(BP*,BP*(JO).
Its initial term is isomorphic to
Ext* /(fib) (Z/p,BP, ®H*(X;Z/pj) 9 where ft is the Steenrod algebra and BP* is an object associated to BP* by the given filtration. In the classical case, considered by S. P. Novikov [7] , filtration is given by the degrees of the maximal ideal / = (vo, vi,..., v,-,...), vo = p.
Considering MSp, we are interested in the case/7 = 2. For our purposes the most convenient is the modified algebraic spectral sequence (MASS) [11] . The filtration of MASS on BP* is defined by the following function/(x):
H?;
" v , *., for i = 0, /(V ' )= <-for/X).
The difference between the filtration defined by this function and the classical case is that vo has filtration degree equal to 2 in our case and equal to 1 in the classical one. u\ is the projection of 6\ = Oo and the elements h t and Ck may be chosen so that the following formulae for the first differential are fulfilled:
where * +1 = 2 kl + • • • + 2 ks is the binary representation of the number * +1. Moreover if * is odd then the projection of the Ray element O^ in the i^'^-term of the MASS has the form
The coefficients c Jm may be computed using S. Kochman's formula from [6] 
It is done by using the decomposition of given elements through the generators of E x of the MASS. The proof of (ii) may be given the same way. ii 
d\((c 4 c 9 +c 2 c\\)c\ 3 ) = Q + (u4,ho 9 \l)2j A ).
The other relations can be proved the same way. We have obtained a complete system of generators of È^0 ,t , t < 108. LEMMA 
The following list : 1) t*k.n = ri\z;
2) ZA^ = C% = ^-%; rfi(*^) = ^+»l%.
To prove 2) we have analogously:
3) and 4) are proved by direct computations. Now we consider the ANSS for M Sp in small dimensions continuing the computations of [10] . PROPOSITION 
44-
Using again the Landweber-Novikov operations we prove the following formulae for the differential di modulo elements having nonzero MAS S-filtration degree and monomials containing u\ : PROPOSITION 3. In MSp* the element 0i<D 7 Qi of dimension 103 w «of egwa/ to zero.
PROOF. Let x G Z^'
104 be an arbitrary element with the MASS-filtration degree at least 2 and such that d$(x) = M1O7Q1. Denote by \ the projection of this element into the term E2 of MASS. From the fact that S\i(u\Q}jÇl\) = u\Cl\ and ^(z^) = u]Q\ we obtain that Sn(x) = A Uu çi v It follows from the description of is2-term of the MASS given earlier that there is no such element. If the element killing u\OjQ,\ has the MASSfiltration degree equal to zero then it may be only 726 or y' 26 as the only multiplicatively indecomposable. From the formulae d^iyie) = u^l, d^iy^) = i^fi? valid modulo elements of the MASS-filtration degree greater than zero and monomials containing u\, it follows that this is impossible.
Let a and (3 be two elements of order 2 in MSp* so that the Massey product (a, 2, (3) is defined. PROOF. If follows easy from the description of the term E2 of the classical Adams spectral sequence for MSp given in [3] and convergence of the Massey products [2] .
PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM. Let T\ belongs to the Massey product (0 7 ,2, Qi ). It follows from the Propositions 3 and 4 that it has order 4 and 2T\ = OifyCli ^ 0. Let r,-, / = 2,3,..., belongs to the Massey product (0 6+/ , 2, Q\ ), then it has order 4 and 21"/ = 0i<I>6+/£2i 7^ 0. It follows from the action of the operation S20-1) on 0i0 6 +;Qi and for small values of/ from the computations in low dimensions.
